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ABSTRACT
Networking and power management of wireless energy - con-
scious sensor networks is an important area of current re-
search and considering the competitive constraints on the
global energy market it will even gain importance. We in-
vestigate in the present work a network of MicaZ sensor
motes using the Zigbee protocol for communication, and
provide a model using Timed Safety Automata. The TA
model will comprise a full functional scenario set-up consist-
ing of a network controller, network routers, and sensor de-
vices collecting information. Along with the model sending
and receiving mechanisms included, a realistic need-specific
investigation is feasible.
Our analysis’ focus is on estimating energy consumption by
model checking in different scenarios within a fixed but vari-
able topology using the Uppaal[7] tool. Special interest is
devoted to the energy use in marginal situations that rarely
occur and are consequently not fully covered by simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The technique of model checking has been successfully used
in many application areas and has proved particularly useful
in very early design stages when only a model or a blueprint
of the product is available. Using model checking tools flaws
and errors have been revealed early, reducing costly changes
in the later product design cycle. The technique has been
widely used for the analysis of security protocols, and con-
current, distributed algorithms.
In this paper we investigate the question whether the success
story of model checking can be repeated in the area of low-
energy sensor networks. We want to gain experience how
these networks can be modelled, and what kind of analysis
should and can be performed.
Common safety and liveness properties will certainly still
play a role, although we rather focus on questions related
to energy consumption. What is the minimal energy needed
to reach a state for a given property? Can we formulate
conditions that will guarantee that the lifetime of a sensor
node is at least three month or at least contribute to their
solution? Furthermore we want to evaluate to which extent
rarely occurring situations can be identified.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In the rest of this in-
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troduction we briefly introduce the theoretical framework of
model checking. Section 2 describes our model for sensor
networks, in Section 3 we present our results, and conclude
with the usual wrap-up and suggestions for future research
in Section 4.

What Model Checking is. Model checking is a formal
method for automatically verifying system designs which has
been applied to an impressive variety of areas. The method
requires a model M of the system under investigation, a
property φ that the system should have, and an algorithm
to check whether M indeed satisfies φ. The method is very
flexible since it is applicable to all systems that can be mod-
elled as some kind of finite state machine. Investigations into
application areas related to wireless sensor networks are just
starting [6, 5, 9].
Due to several considerations we decided to choose for mod-
elling the sensor network Uppaal[7], an integrated tool en-
vironment for the design, simulation and verification of real-
time systems. The tool is fairly efficient, and adequate
for systems that can be modelled as a collection of non-
deterministic processes, communicating through binary ac-
tions, broadcasting channels, or shared variables, and having
a finite control structure, and real-valued clocks. Especially
the natural use of clocks in Uppaal is promising an adequate
and realistic modelling of the sensor network.

2. MODEL OF SENSOR NETWORK
For being comparable to other studies we chose the MicaZ
sensor mote manufactured by Crossbow since it provides
a versatile platform in particular for low-energy sensor net-
works [8]. The protocol for communication between the sen-
sors is the Zigbee protocol[10] because it can be beneficially
used, combining low transmission rates while fulfilling the
criteria of being energy-conscious.
Out of the different topologies that exist we choose the
Mesh-Network to be the most appropriate one in our sce-
nario. What we pursue is a Peer-to-Peer network consisting
of only FFDs (full functional devices) since we aim on using
a beacon disabled network. Device-to-device, and device-to-
router communication is established using the CSMA/CA
access on the common medium. As such devices wake up in
certain intervals send their recently gathered information,
and fall back to sleep. The communication medium is rep-
resented as one channel on which all devices communicate,
which is fixed over the analysis. This is intentionally done
since it introduces collisions and related situations of inter-



est. The more, it allows us to neglect the overhead arising
from network maintenance like active-, passive scans, and
channel changes because of high traffic with close-by net-
works. Apart from having bidirectional communication we
restrict the model on passing information from the sensor
devices to the network coordinator, and explicitly forbid a
vice versa communication flow.
Whenever a sensor end device (ZED) is waking up, it is
forwarding the recently collected data packets to the router
(ZR), and the going back to sleep again. The routers in
turn pass the packet along the network link - possibly using
other routers - to the Zigbee network controller (ZC) which
is the root of each Zigbee network and unique. Routers are
the only devices in our model that embody a sending and
receiving side.

Uppaal Model. The sensor nodes are the only devices
which have the capability of collecting sensor values and
in turn have no means to receive packets from the rest of
the network. Routers can receive and forward packets, and
finally the network controller has a mere capability of re-
ceiving packets. For the measure of energy consumed, a
reference sensor, and a reference router are modelled. Due
to this design issues the state space is kept small, retaining
the essential functions for each device.
The power draw of the reference devices [1] is incorporated
into the model, using values as shown in the table below
(Tab. 1), and costs are accumulated whenever state changes
occur.
Although the model makes no use of changing transmission
rates during execution due to complexity considerations, the
MicaZ transmission can be changed in advance accordingly
to the distance matrix from Fig. 1(b) in concrete steps of
−10dBm, −5dBm, and 0dBm. To account for a very re-
stricted state space, the models transmission rate is con-
stant in the model but changed over different properties to
imitate different scenarios.

Sensor Nodes and Routers. Modelling the sensor nodes,
routers, and controllers shown in Fig. 2 we singly use the
MicaZ motes, although heterogeneous networks with more
powerful routers can be desirable for other applications. In
our approach Zigbee Controller (ZC), Router (ZR), and End
Devices (ZED) are modelled in a similar fashion with only
subliminal differences, corresponding to the requirements of
a homogeneous networking scenario. The costs i.e. the en-
ergy use of the individual sensor devices, is incorporated into
the model to allow even distinct transmission rates for a re-
alistic scenario. By using this approach the required energy
to reach a specific state can be immediately derived from
the verification.

Network Controller. is intentionally modelled without
an energy function. This is mainly because we assume it
to be attached to some persistent power supply since it is
most critical to the network.

Table 1: MicaZ’s energy measures in [µA] for pro-
cessor (proc) and transmission unit (trans).

State proc trans Remarks
PDown 15 1 down mode
PSleep 8 000 1 proc up, trans down
PIdle 8 000 20 proc and trans up
PSnd1 8 000 11 000 sending at −10dBm
PSnd2 8 000 14 000 sending at −5dBm
PSnd3 8 000 17 400 sending at 0dBm
PRcv 8 000 19 700 receiving mode

(a) Scenario with reference sensor (ZEDR),
sensors (ZED), routers (ZR), reference
router (ZRR) with cost function, and Zig-
bee Controller (ZC). Edges are labelled
with distances and numbers in parenthesis
denoted process.

(b) Distance
matrix for
the selected
scenario.

Figure 1: Scenario settings underlying the analysed
sensor network.

Zigbee Protocol. For being comparable to results gained
through practical experiments the model is designed as pro-
posed in the Zigbee specification [10] for homogeneous net-
works underlying a tree topology with devices as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Digits in parenthesis indicate the process num-
ber used for identification later on in the verification part.
Distances between respective entities are modelled using the
distance matrix from Fig. 1(b) to determine communication
flow within the sensor network as well as the number of hops
a packet as to undergo until arriving at its destination.
Since most energy is preserved in sleep mode - where proces-
sor, and on-board transmission unit are shut down - we tar-
get an average duty cycle of 1%[8] by defining ActivePeriod
1 and BeaconInterval 100 in our model in Fig. 2. The Zigbee
protocol is designed to handle most of the communication
within the contention free period collision free, although we
consider the contention period in which the CSMA/CA fea-
ture is used to be an interesting point to investigate.

Cost Estimation. Since special interest is on the estima-
tion of costs, a reference sensor node cf. Fig. 2(c) and a
reference router cf. Fig. 2(b) are equipped with a cost esti-
mation function CE() where energy costs are accumulated
along the paths, avoiding a gratuitous blow-up of the state
space. Consequently, costs from Tab. 1 are used according
to state changes by the automata, giving some observables
at hand. Respectively adopted to this design is the cost
of leaving state Down. Using the cost PDown multiplied



(a) The Zigbee Network Controller in charge of the net-
work beacon maintenance.

(b) The Zigbee reference Router with cost function CE()
forwarding packets along the network links.

(c) The reference Zigbee sensor node with cost function
CE() delivering sensor values to the network.

Figure 2: Uppaal timed automata models of the Zig-
bee sensor network.

by 99 time units gives an accurate energy consumption for
the time spent in this state, totalling the transition cost to
PDown′ = 1548µA.

3. VERIFICATION RESULTS
Before the outcomes of different properties are tested us-
ing the new model, the scenario is tested for deadlock free-
ness (A2¬deadlock) to assure plausible sound modelling and
sanity. For all experiments the state space is bound by in-
troducing variable MOD which is set to appropriate val-
ues, and computing all variables modulo this upper bound.
The transmission rate is increased over different scenarios
from −10dBm, −5dBm, to 0dBm, augmenting the theoret-
ical coverage. These energy draws correspond to ranges of
two, four, and six units of the distance matrix shown in fig-
ure 1(b) and have a merely theoretic character. Properties

Table 2: Energy consumed by the sensor device for
different ranges of two, four, and six units of cover-
age.

range Property energy [µA]
2 E3 ZC.rcv = 1&ZEDR.snd = 1 64 300
4 E3 ZC.rcv = 1&ZEDR.snd = 1 67 300
6 E3 ZC.rcv = 1&ZEDR.snd = 1 70 700

are verified by using a hash table size of 512MB for state
hashing in the Uppaal tool setting, and giving the short-
est path for some satisfying property, needed for finding the
lowest cost. Using a bigger hashtable does only fractionally
increase the modelling size since the state space grows ex-
ponentially with the number of variables used (assuming no
optimisation at all is done).

3.1 Energy Considerations
Starting with a deadlock free model, energy considerations
are obtained by searching the state space spanned by the
model for properties as specified by the user. Whenever a
satisfying state is found, a path is generated that shows the
transitions taken until the state is reached. All experiments
conducted here investigate the use of energy of the reference
sensor and router under different scenarios. The desired
properties are checked by definition of CTL[4, 2] formulae.

Sensor Devices. The first experiment conducted is observ-
ing the power drawn by the reference MicaZ sensor under
the following property:

E3 ZC(7).rcv = 1&ZEDR(0).snd = 1

This CTL property expresses in a verbalised form, questions:
“What is the energy used by the reference node if it trans-
mits one packet (ZEDR(0).snd = 1) which is routed through
the network and finally received by the Zigbee Controller
(ZC(7).rcv = 1)?”
By use of the temporal operator E3 φ (”Does there exist
a path such that φ does eventually hold in the future”),
the shortest path is returned as defined by the appropriate
strategy. Tab. 2 captures the energy drawn for the above
property while varying the theoretic transmission range.

Zigbee Routers. After having studied the energy drawn
by Zigbee sensor gadgets, a further step is to investigate the
cost that occur at the routing devices, since they need more
power due to higher activity. For this scenario the reference
Zigbee router ZRR from Fig. 2(b) has been chosen, since
it interlinks the Zigbee controller with the network, and is
hence most critical to energy constraints.
The analysis observes the energy consumption by the router
using different transmission rates, and increasing collisions
occurring at the router over the experiments. Results are
illustrated in the table 3 below. As expected, by increasing
the transmission rates more devices in the network are capa-
ble of over-leaping the reference router node, thus preserving
the ZRR’s energy, and enable a faster delivery of packets to
the ZC at the root.



Table 3: Energy in [mA] consumed by the reference
Zigbee router with varying transmission range to
account for an packet successfully send and received
with varying collisions.

range Property Energy
2 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1 167
4 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1 138
6 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1 91
2 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 1 214
4 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 1 128
6 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 1 144
2 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 2 261
4 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 2 138
6 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 2 197
2 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 3 355
4 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 3 138
6 E3ZC(0).rcv = 1&ZRR(6).col = 3 250

4. CONCLUSION
Our experiments showed that the timed automata model
presented in Section 2 is a good basis for the analysis of en-
ergy consumption of sensor motes within an arbitrary sce-
nario. Special emphasis is hereby on the investigation of
marginal or borderline situations which rarely occur in sim-
ulation and can thus be exhaustively analysed using the here
presented approach.
Furthermore we were able to determine cost optimal timings
for specific schedules. The features provided by the Uppaal
tool proved to be flexible enough to formulate queries in-
volving the estimation of energy consumption. Especially
the fact that Uppaal offers a built-in concept of multi-cast
and a notion of timing were very useful during the modelling
phase. It seems notable, that although the model consists
of eight devices - and modern simulation tools can do up
to thousands - the analysis presented here is more exhaus-
tive. As such situations which rarely occur in simulation can
be identified by the current approach using timed automata
theory and hereby help to investigate these border-line sce-
narios.
As can be seen from Table 3 higher transmission rates im-
pose a higher energy consumption on each device, but si-
multaneously enable packets to reach the ZC using less hops
along the network links. On the other side packets transmit-
ted from other motes might collide more often in this case,
and consequently the number of retransmissions before a
packet’s successful delivery to its destination is increased.
Although the verification is restricted due to limitations of
Uppaal, we believe that the model can be adopted to suit an
even deeper analysis than shown here. To tackle the size of
the state space, several attempts techniques are introduced
that allow an increasing model complexity.
By accompanying the verification techniques pursued here
with more realistic data, a deeper understanding of routing,
contentions, and the hereby related energy consumption can
be obtained. So far we have not made a serious attempt to
use the counter measures recommended in the Uppaal tu-
torial[3] to curb state explosion. It will also be promising to
explore the potentials of other tools, and to look into infinite
model checkers.
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